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Generated by an intentto writean internationallyusefultexton the theoryand practice
of world politics in the 20th century,this paper representsa preliminaryattempt to
review and make sense of that field. Our focus will be on the contending world order
concepts, designs or doctrinesembodied within the recent historyof globally oriented
politicalpractices,as well as the evaluative criticisms,alternative explorations and
theoretical
occasioned by such practices. The search for order in and
rationalizations
beyond contemporary world politics has repeatedly transcended or redefined the
boundaries of the political. Hence International Relations, rather than its major
subdiscipline World Politics,is the most generallyrelevant academic fieldforstudying
contending world orders.
One way ofdescribingthispaper is fromthevantage point ofsome futureFoucaultean
archeolovistof world knowledge concerned with how the differenttribeson our nlanet
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came to understand each other and the world theyall inhabited in the 20th centuryof
the Christian era (Foucault, 1970, 1980, 1982; Shapiro, 1981). A future global
archeologistwould not be misled by the apparent unityof book titlesor mathematical
symbolsdiscoverable in the writingsof20th-centuryinternationalrelationsscholars. He
or she would know that the linguisticallyunified hieroglyphicsfound in the different
temples of ancient Egypt represented earthly conflictsamong immortal gods, and
thereforewould suspect the same primitivephenomenon of top deities with different
names, symbols and powers to reappear in differenttemples of another archaic
civilization several millenia later.' This scholar would be suspicious of the diffusionof
mathematical symbols and specialized terminologies.An archeologist would want to
know furtherwhat were the real differencesin world understandingassociated with the
differentapproaches or traditionsof scholarship. He or she would want to know also if
therewere any common or convergentthemesunderlyingthe contending perspectives
and theirscholarly accomplishments.
Our approach to knowledge cumulation is, in thissense,archeological. It mightmore
accurately be called 'modern' or 'synthetic' dialectics. Its concerns follow firstthe
dialectical heuristicto look deeply within the realm of being forcontradictionsin the
essence of things. Hence we look within particular pieces of research for the most
importantknowledge producing and conservingentities here conceived ofas research
disciplines, traditions,approaches, paradigms or programs and study the principal
contradictionswithinand among them. If historiansof natural science are correctthat
intimate, often reciprocal and sometimes constitutiveconnections exist between the
historical context of such research and the research activities themselves, these
connections should be all the more obvious when the object of study is the world
historicalcontextitself.Hence we expect such disciplines to be doubly conflicted:both
by their subject matter and by the divergent socio-political contexts of their
development.
Once fundamental oppositions have been identified,we try to look for knowledge
interests,conceptual orientations,problematiques, themes,generalizations or theories
unifyingopposed knowledge-cumulatingperspectives.Thus we are also searching for
synthesis,orderamongstchaos, the unityofopposites thatinterpenetrateand sometimes
turn into each other.2
The Global 'Interdiscipline'

of International Relations

Would our archeologistbe able to findsome kind ofintellectualorder in a fieldwhich is
attemptingto comprehend a centurycharacterized by as much disorder as our own?
The 20th centuryhas been a 'centuryoftotal war' among totalizingstates; it is a century
which has seen the emergence of anti-capitalist, radical, and often Marxist-Leninist
regimes which now govern perhaps one-thirdof humankind in the name of laboring
classes; it is an anti-colonial centurywhich has seen a global 'revolt against the West'.
Partly because of these divisions, no single research approach has managed to gain
world-wide acceptance in, or impose a globally shared intellectual interpretationon,
thiscenturyofdisorder.Differenttheoreticalapproaches have emerged to comprehend
and amend thisdisorder,but theyhave been sharplydivided by region, time,political
orientationand epistemology.
Traditional approaches concerned with analyzing and preventingconflictsin the
great power core of the internationalsystemdominated discussionin the United States
and Europe during the inter-waryears and in the immediate aftermathof World War
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II. Dialectical approaches concerned withchallengingtheexistingworld orderemerged
in post-revolutionaryRussian and Chinese scholarship,and can also be foundin much of
the work coming out ofLatin America during the 1960s and 1970s. For several decades,
behavioral-scientificapproaches concerned with explaining and managing a complex
world orderhave predominatedin the United States, thehegemonial world power ofthe
1950s and 1960s.
Although a single research approach may be readily identified as prominent or
dominant withina given time and a given national setting,it is never entirelyalone. In
the United States, much of our theoreticaldiscussion since World War II has centered
on the utilityof traditional versus behavioral approaches, but dialectical alternatives
have also been visibly present,at least since the war in Vietnam. Similarly, although
dialectical approaches clearly dominate in the Soviet Union and its allied states (and
American behavioralism has been dismissed as 'bourgeois social science'), both
traditionally trained diplomat-professorsand behaviorally trained mathematical
modelersand surveyresearcherscan also be found there(Brucan, 1978; Kubalkova and
Cruickshank 1980; Soviet Political Sciences Association, 1982). In the scholarly
environmentsof contemporaryLatin America, Africa and Western Europe, multiple
variants of these approaches are not only the subject of wide debate, theymore or less
openly contend forhegemony.
Thus, when asked whether the great disorders of the century have destroyed the
coherence of international relations as a discipline, a recently reinvigorated Cold
Warriormightbe temptedto say that now 'disruptiveMarxists' are everywhere,notjust
90 or 9000 miles away. But a moment's reflectionon the tendencies just reviewed
suggeststhat behavioralistsare also sweeping the globe. And, despite the hope of some
modern behavioralists that traditional approaches would die out with the coming to
maturityofnew generationsofgraduate students,thishas not happened either.Within
the limits imposed by differencesin circumstance, profession and epistemological
orientation,both communication and cumulative criticismofscholarlyideas have been
at least occasionally possible. Hence it appears paradoxically that multiple
disciplinesof
internationalrelationshave been created, diffusedand have indeed thrivedin the 20th
century.
The Global Interdiscipline:

A Synthetic Perspective

In light of our preferencefor an integrativedialectical approach, what sense can we
make of the paradoxical multiplicityof seeminglyself-renewingresearch traditionsof
international relations in the 20th century?Borrowing a term from Dougherty and
Pfaltzgraff(198 1)3, we propose treatingInternational Relations as an 'interdiscipline'
constituted at least as much by its principled differencesin research approaches,
teaching and practice as by its communalities.
It is useful,therefore,to begin to conceptualize the fieldby constructinga dialectical
triad that incorporates oppositions among the dominant and recurring traditional,
dialectical, and behavioral-scientificapproaches which we thinksummarize mostofthe
main bodies of international relations scholarship around the globe. Although the
approaches of Figure 1 may properlybe viewed as contradictorytoward each other4,it
would be a fundamentalmisconstrualofrealityor ofour intentto treatthemas mutually
itis thesharing,the
exclusive. As illustrated
remarks
aboutdisciplinary
byourprevious
alternatives,
intheFirst,Second
andtheprincipled
interpenetration
opposition
oftheseoften
antagonistic
approaches
theglobal interdiscipline
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and remaining
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Traditionalapproaches

(dominantvariant realism
recessive variant idealism)

Radical/ Marxist
dialecticalapproaches

(dominantvariant contextual
nationalism
recessivevariant proletarian
)
internationalism

BehavioralScience
approaches

(dominantvariant state centric
neo- realism
recessive variant liberal
internationalism)

FIG. 1. The interdisciplineof international relations in the 1980s

Let us elaborate more systematicallyon the characteristicfeatures of these polar
approaches, as well as the major, discipline-definingdebates withinand between them.
Each approach generates paradigm-like research programs and evaluates results
according to itsown evaluative criteria.Each claims to be theoreticaland scientific,but
not always in the same ways. Each reflectscertain values rooted in concrete historical
and political contexts. Each approach also contains both dominant and recessive
variants (oftenseveral ofthe latter), and each ofthe approaches can be definedin terms
both of its internal and its external scholarly controversies.
In the 1930s and 1940s writerslike Arnold Toynbee, E. H. Carr, Quincy Wrightand
Hans Morgenthau all offeredmodernized, 'scientific'versionsof traditional historical
and legal approaches to internationalrelations.But thesenew traditionalistswere not all
agreed on what constitutedtheirscience. The major discipline-definingdebate within
both in the English speaking world and elsewhere,has
approaches,
these newer traditional
been between 'realists' like Carr and Morgenthau and those like Toynbee and Wright
they choose to call 'idealists' or 'utopians'. The new realists were preoccupied with
power politics,a preoccupation given greatcredibilityby thedesperate politicsofWorld
War II. Their dominance of scholarly discussions in the immediate post-war era was
based, at least in part, on the failureofthe League ofNations' collectivesecuritysystem;
it was heightenedby the beginningofthe Cold War. Earlier thedisastrouscostsofWorld
War I had similarly discredited, for many Wilsonian idealists, the secretive power
balancing diplomacy of the previous era. In Figure 1 these debates are put in a larger
contextof anti-traditionalistalternatives,involvingnot only the behavioral descendent
of 'idealism', liberal internationalism,but also the 'utopian' proletarian internationalism of certain dialectical approaches.
Traditionally, realists have valued prudence, respected the sovereigntyof great
powers and been concerned with maintaining world order forone or several of them,
while their'communitarian' opponents (to suggesta less pejorative label) have sought
legal, religious, societal, historical or other communitarian bases for international
governmentof some kind. For traditionalists,international practice has been seen as
more ofa practical art than a natural science. Indeed all traditionalistshighlyvalue the
studyof diplomatic history,but realistsare more likelythan communitariansto findin
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such history evidence for timeless descriptive and prescriptive laws linking power,
survival and national interests. For realists, world order alternatives are defined
principally in terms of power configurations rather than the fundamental legal
principlesofa social order.5The exemplaryworkwithinthistraditionforour generation
is Morgenthau's PoliticsAmongNations.Raymond Aron, Hedley Bull, Martin Wight and
Henry Kissinger would usually be considered 'traditional realists',while scholars like
Inis Claude and Richard Falk would be somewhat closer to early 'idealist' concernswith
internationallaw, order, and organization.
Dialecticalapproaches
dominate analyses in the Soviet Union and China and have been
importantin many otherparts of the world as well. Typically, dialectical theoristshave
valued emancipation, favoredstructuralor revolutionarychange, and have fundamentallychallenged the legitimacyof the existingworld order. The priorityofpractice over
'mere' theory fits in this tradition with the high degree of attention given to the
reflectionson practice of leading Marxist-Leninistpractitioners.
It is worth recalling that both Marx and Lenin attacked the traditional realist and
idealist writersof their time, claiming to be proposing and attempting to realize in
practice a more fundamentallyhumane and scientificallysupported socioeconomic and
political order. The same kinds of criticismsare made against newer 'traditional'
approaches. Thus Marxian dialectics clearly preceded the behavioral scientific
challenge to older formsof traditionalinternationalrelations:and it should be thought
ofas antitheticalto many newer traditionalapproaches as well. Hence a separate axis of
contention (Traditional vs. Radical/Marxist Dialectics) is necessary in Figure 1.
Correspondingto the traditionalrealist'scharge thatMarxist thoughtis 'utopian' would
be the modern radical/dialectical indictmentof both traditional realism and idealism
that imperialistic capitalism is inherentlywar-prone, that non-revolutionarysystem
reformsare futile,that class biases have distorted the objective content and practical
significanceof both realist and idealist inquiry.
But it would be a serious oversimplificationto see the dialectical approach as
exclusively Marxist (neither was Marx the only Left Hegelian nor is Hegel the only
source of modern dialectical thought). And it is also not correct to treat MarxismLeninism as an entirely homogeneous theoretical school. Among the principal
contradictionsof discipline-definingdebates within the dialectical tradition are those
betweeen the proletarian internationalismof Marx, Lenin, Trotskyand Che Guevara
and the sometimesmore conservative,contextuallyoriented nationalists (Stalin as an
advocate of socialism in one country,Mao most of the time, and many contemporary
dependency theorists).Figure 1 expressesourjudgment that theworld orientationofthe
more conservativenationalistpractices of the Soviet Union and China (and even Cuba
at the moment) dominate the internationalismmore evident in West European and
North American scholarly Marxism. Conceptually, dialectical theoristshave typically
contrasted actual (dominant, imposed) structures of world order with emergent
alternatives that may or must supercede them. These alternative orders have been
definedas much in termsof theirsocioeconomic bases (which inform,sustain and limit
more narrowly'political' actions) as in termsof theiroverall power configurationsand
dynamics.
Just as the English radical Hobson used many Marxist argumentsin his attacks on
British imperialism and also attacked 'positivist' social science (Hobson, 1926, as
discussed by Siegelman in his introductionto the 1962 edition ofHobson's Imperialism),
we are aware that radical peace researcherslike Galtung (1977, 1980) and ourselvesare
currentlyusing non-Marxist dialectical approaches. We consider the motivations for
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such effortsto include the desire to convey scientificrecognitionto the best worksin the
modern dialectical tradition,to avoid the pitfallsof Marxist reductionismand Leninist
orthodoxy, to gain greater self-understandingthan is possible with naturalistic or
positivisticmodels of social inquiry modeled on physics,to improve communication, to
and to focus
explicate influentialbut implicitepistemologicaland normativedifferences,
debate across polar opposite modern scientificdisciplines.
Behavioralscience
approaches
may be eithermore inclusivelyor exclusivelycharacterized;
we prefera moreinclusiveconception. Whetherbehavioralistsfocuson theinternational
perspectives or behavior of individuals or institutions, all in our view share a
commitment to some form of value neutral analytic empiricism as a philosophy of
science, as exemplified in the data-making and hypothesis-testingprocedures of
contemporarypolimetricpractice. More generally,thereis an emulative admiration of
the mathematical and logical practices assumed to characterize the natural sciences,
including the search for objective, timeless, universal laws. Also characteristic of
behavioralism as we see it is a kind of positivistic or even technocratic scientific
self-understandingclose to what Hoffmann has described, followingDahrendorf, as
[the] Applied Enlightenment,
[especiallyin America]thatall problemscan be
resolved,thatthewaytoresolvethemis toapplythescientific
method-assumedto
be value free,and to combineempiricalinvestigation,
hypothesis
formation,
and
testing-and thatthe resortto sciencewill yieldpracticalapplicationsthatwill
bringprogress.
(Hoffmann,
1977:45;Ashley,1983:499f,
givesa relatedtreatment
of
'liberalpositivism.')
Due both to the perceived importance ofscience and technologyin the Allies' victory
in World War II, the discredited,'unrealistic' role ofmuch idealist thinkingby that time
and the prior successes of pragmatic empiricismin American social science, behavioral
approaches have gradually become hegemonic since the post-war period, especially in
the United States. Thus they have come into their prime much later than MarxistLeninist dialectics; nonetheless they too typically define themselves primarily by
distinguishingthemselvesfromtraditionalistapproaches. Deutsch supports this view,
describing the behaviorally oriented 'third and fourthwaves' of internationalrelations
research as coming after earlier preoccupations with diplomatic historyand power
politics,internationallaw and international organization (Deutsch, 1968).
Reflecting certain of their acknowledged ancestors, many of the more optimistic
American behavioral scientists of the 1950s and 1960s showed signs of idealistic
reformism.More globally conceived, values such as 'liberal' internationalismor a belief
in international'coexistence' do indeed complementthe naturalisticcommitmentofthe
exemplary behavioralist to logical-empirical 'rigor' and, sometimes,a ratherunreflective version of scientific'objectivity'. But like their traditional predecessors,behavioralists have also often been realisticallyand conservativelyconcerned with managing
world order from a hegemonial power perspective. Unlike most traditionalists,the
'modern' manager usually relies more stronglyon scientificand technical expertise.
Almost all behavioral scientistshave cut their teeth on the confused, 'unscientific'
nature of traditional thinkingabout the balance of power; many othershave also been
taught about the 'unscientific' quality of Marxist scholarship (Lenin's Imperialism,
Adorno et al.'s The Authoritarian
Personality,and crude economic reductionism in
explaining US behavior in Vietnam are favorite targets). It is of particular significance, then, that more recent debates between behavioral scientistsand dependency
theoristshave not startedwith the assumption that the latter are unscientificscholars;
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FIG. 2. Some interdisciplinaryarguments across the IR triad.

such conclusions have often followed from those not seriously trained in dialectical
epistemologies.6
The major discipline-definingdebates within the behavioral scientifictraditionhave
at least on the surface appeared to be methodologieal, involving levels of analysis
(state-centricneo-realists can currentlybe distinguished from the more multi-level
perspectivesof American liberal internationalists),modes of inference (the relative
merits of induction, deduction and heuristic abduction) and methods of analysis
(gaming vs. decisionmakinganalysis,world modeling,etc.). Although multi-levelorder
concepts of a liberal-internationalistsort dominated American scholarly innovation
brieflyduringthe 1970s (as exemplifiedby Keohane and Nye's PowerandInterdependence),
Politics)have,
state centered neo-realists(exemplifiedby Waltz's TheoryofInternational
we believe, resumed dominance within the American branches of the behavioral
traditionsince the late 1970s.
Figure 2 visually representsa few of the more significantexternal controversiesand
disciplinarydefiningdebates that have taken place among traditional,dialectical and
behavioral scientificapproaches. In no case have we exhaustivelydelineated even all the
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major 'rounds' in these confrontations,but it is our belief that each of the thirdpaths
indicated does representan improvementin importantrespectsover the earlier 'salvos'
in the same direction. Some of the particular reasons forthisbeliefwill be given in the
restof thispaper, which thisfigurehelps to preview. As we shall see in the sectionwhich
follows,however, such exchanges and the traditionsfromwhich they emerge are not
treatedas equally legitimateor worthyofattentionin all partsoftheglobe, including the
United States.
The American Interdiscipline

of International Relations

If our futurearcheologistwere to commence digging in the United States-whether in
Berkeley, Cambridge, Rochester, or New Haven the old texts or reading lists
unearthed in one universitycenter would give a rather differentimpressionfromthe
othersfromone decade to the next. As we have already indicated, however,digging up
universitylibrary reserves would yield recognizable variants of each of the major
research traditions discussed above, a phenomenon that transcends the lack of
agreement by American scholars on specificreadings.
We believe that a more careful examination of the archeological evidence would
reveal a ratherstrikingadditional tendency:most'leading'American
instructors
ofcourseson
theories
of international
relationswereexceedingly
parochial.This was true even during the
enlightened era of the early 1980s. Not only were the bulk of the readings on their
syllabuses writtenby other American scholars, but those readings were also derived
almost exclusivelyfroma singleone of the threemajor researchapproaches identifiedin
Figure 1 behavioral science. This means that the questions asked, thevalues assumed,
the issues addressed, and the debates considered (the multipleproblematiques ofFigure
2) have been nearly all addressed from within the narrow confines of a single
epistemological tradition.7
In an era when many scientificallytrainedbehavioralistshave recentlydeclared their
adherence to 'neo-realism', it would not be surprisingto us if many or most recent
American international relations courses have mentioned the debates between traditional realistsand liberal behavioral scientists,or assigned worksdiscussingthem. More
disappointing would be the systematicneglect in these courses of the ongoingdebates
either of these schools has had with Marxist writerson imperialism,-thenation-state,
dependency or the capitalist world system. We believe that most American general
theorycoursesdo not dojustice to theworld-widevarietyofsubstantivelyand politically
significantapproaches to international relations identifiedabove.8
A BehavioralTest ofAmericanParochialism
The primarysource material forour presenttestingof thisargumentis an archeologist's
gold mine: Kornberg's recent compilation (Kornberg, 1981) of 'Innovative Reading
Lists fromLeading Political Scientists'on the topic of TheoriesofInternational
Relations,
together with several of the standard or popular textbooks Waltz, Morgenthau,
Kaplan, Rosenau, Dougherty and Pfaltzgraff-repeatedly cited in that collection.
Almost characteristically,Kornberg omits the highly accurate descriptor 'American'
fromhis title.9
If we employ themethodsand evaluation criteriaofbehavioral science to examine the
distributionofreading listitemson the syllabusesin the Kornberg collection,we have a
crude but useful indication of the extent of the parochialism that exists in the
contemporary teaching of international relations (including world politics) in the
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United States. We have drawn our sample extensively, but not entirely, from
Kornberg's compilation. Graduate level, general theory courses were selected in
preference to undergraduate or specialized courses on topics like international
organization,internationalpolitical economy,or American foreignand militarypolicy,
most ofwhich would belong in another Kornberg compilation. Only one course listper
'leading political scientist' was examined, selected on the basis of its breadth (the
broader, the better), level of students (graduate-level courses were preferred),and
numbersof citations (the greaterthe N, the better). Thus we examined the reading lists
of Alker (p.3), Falk (p.13), Gilpin (p.16), Haas (p.20), Holsti (p.63), Jervis (p.77),
Keohane (p.87), Krasner (p.95), Krasner and Stein (p.98), Lipson (p.107), Mandelbaum (p. Ill ), Quester (p.118), Russett (p.130), Starr (p.l145), and Waltz (p.l160).
We also included the Yale Graduate Examination List (p.165), the only such list in
the Kornberg collection, and Biersteker'sjoint graduate-undergraduate theorycourse
taught at Yale. 10Including both of thesehelps give a more accurate pictureofthe range
and contrastin offerings
at a singleinstitution,Yale (the Krasner and Krasner-Steinlists
provide comparable coverage forUCLA). Our expectation ofparochialism is one that
in mostgraduate departments;
takesinto account the realityofmultiplecourse offerings
it refersas well to fieldrequirementsand structuresofsupport and selectionforstudents
and faculty, and to the presence or absence of uncoerced, reasoned confrontations
among the alternativeapproaches described here. Misleading course labels are not the
most serious problems we have in mind.
This sample is not entirelyrepresentativeof the way internationalrelationsis taught
in the US. Traditional approaches are probably under-represented,since the sample is
derived largely frommajor research and graduate traininginstitutions.Except forthe
absence ofany offerings
fromsome major American universitiesand ofmultipleofferings
frommostoftheothers,the sample does appear to be representativeoftheseinstitutions,
where a generation of teacher-scholarsin their40s seems especially prominent.
All required items on these 17 reading listswere coded into one of the ten categories
listedin Table 1. Although many itemscould be classifiedin more than one category,the
decision to assign a singleclassificationwas based on an assessmentofthecentralconcern
or logic of the work,an examination ofits placement withinthe structureof the course,
and/ora considerationofthecentralfocusoftherelevantpages assigned. Several courses
were independently coded, with initial coder agreement in the 83-90% range. All
difficultitemswere discussed and eitherrecategorizedor classifiedas 'D' in Table 1, i.e.
as 'Ambiguous', 'Hard to Classify',or 'Not Codable'. Despite these coding rules, the
characterization of interpenetratingtraditions in Figures 1 and 2 should not be
forgotten.Each of these three major approaches can be found in the others. Thus
dialectical perspectiveshave informedtraditional,historicalapproaches (A3), realism
has re-emergedin contemporarybehavioralism (B 1), and internationalismis presentin
some dialectical approaches (C 1).
When all ofthe required itemson all ofthese 17 reading listsare coded and arbitrarily
assigned an equal weight, our vision of the rather parochial character of American
internationalrelations teaching is corroborated. Of the 826 items assigned on these 17
lists,792 can be coded as traditional, behavioral, or dialectical. Of that number, 553
(70%o) are in the behavioral tradition,and the overwhelmingmajority of those items
(357 of553, or 72%) can be described as neo-realist.Slightlymore than 20% (or 164) of
theitemsassigned are fromtraditionalapproaches. Again, the overwhelmingnumberof
traditionalcitations (134 of 164, or 82%) are fromthe dominant realist variant of the
approach. Only 75 of the 792 items assigned, or less than 10%, are froma dialectical
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TABLE

Approach
A.

Traditional
approaches
1. Realism*
2. Idealismt
3. Dialectical

B.

Behavioral
approaches
1. Neo-realism

1. Coding scheme forclassificationof syllabus items.
Helpfuldistinctions
and emphases

State centric; power politics; balance of
power; conflictualrelations; diplomatic
history
International law; international organization
and cooperation; normative, prescriptivetone
Use of dialectical perspective to
understand a specifichistorical period
where the period (and not method) is the
central focus

Develop and testgeneral theoriesof war
and conflict;state-centric

2. LiberalInterdependence; integration; regimes;
internationalism non-militaryaspects of I.R.; multiple
actors; emphasize cooperation and common
interests
3. Radical
Test radical critiques of liberal or
transnationalism realist theories; study imperialism,
dominance, dependency
C. Dialectical
approaches
1. Contextual
nationalism

Recent Marxist theoriessensitiveto local
context; dependency; the 'MonthlyReview
school'

Classical Marxist approach to imperialism
2. Proletarian
internationalism and revolution; the 'New LeftReview
school'
3. Non-Marxist
Does not use dialectical materialism, but
dialectics
employs a dialectical approach; emphasizes
internal conflictand internal sources of
change. Focuses on multiple interpretations
of reality; also cross-paradigm syntheses
D.

Other

Exemplarywork

Morgenthau,
PoliticsAmongNations
Falk,
A StudyofFutureWorlds
Barraclough,
An Introduction
to
Contemporary
History

Waltz,
Theoryof International
Politics
Keohane and Nye,
Powerand Interdependence
Choucri and North,
Nationsin Conflict

Cardoso and Faletto,
Dependency
and
in
Development
Latin America
Lenin,
Imperialism
Galtung,
The True Worlds

Excluded because hard to classify,ambiguous
or not codable

* The first
variantwithineach tradition(Al, BI, Cl) is theone we expectto finddominantin US syllabuses
fromthe 1980s.
and secondvariants(Al and A2, BI and B2, Cl and C2) definetheprincipalcontradiction
within
t The first
each tradition.
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tradition.And many of those (43%o) are non-Marxist. If we were to exclude our own
reading listsfromthese computations, both of which make deliberate effortsto assign
items employing a dialectical mode of analysis and which contain surprisinglyfew
overlapping items, an even more parochial and narrow picture of American international relationswould emerge.
Aggregate resultsprovide usefulsummariesofinterestingphenomena but inevitably
lose much interestinginformation.A more revealingpictureis obtained when individual
reading lists are separately coded. Thus, Falk's codable, assigned syllabus items are
remarkably traditional (59%o) and dialectical (29%), at the expense of very little
behavioral coverage (12%). The internationalizing experience of the World Order
Models Project is evident. By contrast, Starr's readings are 70o traditional, 92%
behavioral, and 10% dialectical. Similar percentages can be calculated foreach course.
In theinterestsofa comprehensivevisual summaryofthesedata, we have constructed
an equilateral triangle(Figure 3) in which each course syllabus can be positioned on the
basis of thesepercentages. Each vertexrepresentsan entirelyparochial course list,with
100% of its items from a single tradition and 000 attention to the other two major
approaches. Each actual course becomes a point whose projectionson the threeaxes of
the figureindicate its percent traditional, percent behavioral and percent dialectical
coverage. Thus, forexample, Falk's course described above is located by a point which
definesthe intersectionsof threelines: one drawn perpendicular to the traditional axis
(verticalin our figure)590o ofthe way fromthe base line at point F to point A, a second
line drawn perpendicular to the behavioral axis 12% frompoint D to point B, and a
thirdline drawn perpendicular to the dialectical axis 29% of the way frompoint E to
point C. Since Figure 3 is an equilateral triangleand all thepercentagesadd up to 1000%,
any two lines actually determine the course point.
Consequent to our earlier stated beliefs concerning the pervasiveness and the
potential of each of these approaches, at least when appropriatelyconfronted,we have
not taken sides in choosing thisoperationalization of 'parochialism'. Fortunatelythere
are no courses that are entirelyparochial, although those analysed fromStarr,Russett,
plus Krasner and Stein are noticeably close to being so.11
A completely non-parochial course, one with one-third traditional, one-third
behavioral, and one-third dialectical reading list items would be found by the true
archeological mysticlocated deep inside our pyramid, where its axes AF, BD and CE
or perfect
intersect.This is thepointP, thepointofcomplete
cosmopolitanism,
pluralism.As the
distancesfromthispoint make clear theyare verticallysummarized on the rightofthe
figure we practice what we preach. Our own courses,whose reading listsonlypartially
overlap, come out much more cosmopolitan than our peers'. Some distance away in a
more parochial direction we find Waltz, Krasner and Falk to be only moderately
cosmopolitan.
Figure 3 suggestsa good deal about the nature, the direction,and the magnitude of
the parochialism presentin the currentteaching ofinternationalrelationsin the United
States. First, there is an obvious clustering of courses predominantly behavioral in
orientation(located in thequadrilateral PFBE). Thirteen ofthe 17 coursesexamined are
located in thisarea. Second, ifthereis any considerationofanother approach it is likely
to be citationoftraditionalworks.Thus with the exception ofRussett (who interestingly
requiresmore dialectical than traditionalreadings), all ofthepredominantlybehavioral
lists deviate only slightlyfrom a single one of the three previously identifiedaxes of
debate that of pitting traditionalism vs. behavioral science, as exemplified in the
famous exchange between Bull and Kaplan. (Bull, 1966; Kaplan, 1966; see also
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FIG. 3. The distributionofAmerican internationalrelationstheorycourses in the global
interdiscipline.

Sullivan's work summarized in Alker and Bock, 1972; Bremer, 1977; and, from the
traditional side, Wight's excellent books, 1977 and 1978).
It should now be more evident thatlittleseriousattentionis paid to scholarshipfroma
dialectical tradition in most American teaching of international relations. But is this
necessarilya bad thing?Why should a pluralism oftraditionsbe preferred,why even try
to approximate 'arbitrary' quotas on the number of items cited in a course syllabus?
Behavioralistsand traditionalistspreferthe poles theybelong to; Marxists have readily
available putdowns of 'eclecticism'. We think a more theoretically cosmopolitan
approach, one which gives seriousconsideration to each of the major competing
traditions,is essential. There are large parts of the world where, in some form,each of
these traditionsis the dominant formof analysis and self-understandingpracticed by
serious international scholars. As we have already argued, their oppositions and
interpenetrationsmake up both the substance and the promise of a truly global
'interdiscipline'of internationalrelations.
An Important Case: Waltz's Theory Text
Let us get more concrete and consider some of the consequences of not giving serious
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consideration to competing traditions.We have chosen to examine in some detail the
most widely cited general theory of international relations text on the 17 lists we
analyzed: Waltz's Theoryof International
Politics.12 Waltz's text not only reflectsthe
behavioral parochialism observed in the American international relations syllabuses
already examined, but it also reveals the consequences ofthatparochialism: specifically,
an inability to contribute to interdisciplinaryknowledge cumulation across dialectical
and behavioral approaches.
Waltz's course listreceived a moderate cosmopolitan score of62% in Figure 3. But his

reading assignments more equally treat traditional (3700)

and behavioral (53%0) writers

than theydo dialectical writers(only 10%). The same, rather abbreviated treatment,
with littleattentionto the development and internalstructureof the radical dialectical
traditionoccurs in his text.
Waltz's approach is clearly neo-realisticbehavioralism, as we have described it. His
conception of theory building and hypothesis testingis largely logical empiricist.A
search for'value free'timelesslaws is proposed with Olympian detachment. As we shall
see below, Waltz findsMarxist argumentsdeficientin these terms,but the underlying
epistemologyand ontology of social change is really the issue.
Waltz's main treatmentof the dialectical traditioncomes in his second, preliminary
chapter on 'reductionisttheories'. Claiming he can largelyignore more recentwork on
theoriesofeconomic imperialismbecause the earlierwork ofHobson-Lenin is the 'best',
i.e. the 'most elegant and powerful'theoryofits kind,Waltz treatsHobson and Lenin as
'highlysimilarand largelycompatible.' Only much later in the chapter is therea fairly
cursory treatment of several other modern dialectical writers (Baran, Wallerstein,
Galtung, Sweezy, and Magdoff among them), who are dismissed for defensively
redefiningimperialismin order to tryto save the 'Hobson-Lenin' theory.
as
Waltz failsto recognize theexistenceofdialectical knowledge-cumulatingtraditions,
well as theirinvolvementin thelearning thathas takenplace across thepoles ofFigure 1.
Globally importantpast achievements and interdisciplinarycumulative prospects are
ignored,at least as faras dialectical approaches are concerned. For example, functional
differentiations
among units,i.e. economic roles in a global political economy (a major
area of Marxist research) can be ignored,we are told by Waltz, because states tryto be
economically self-sufficient.
Moreover, contrary to Waltz's view, Lenin is not the best theoristof imperialism.
Writing within the Marxist tradition, Emmanuel (1972) and Cardoso (1973) have
clearlyimproved on some ofLenin's argumentsconcerningnet capital flowsto and from
colonial and neo-colonial territories.Were Waltz more knowledgeable, he could have
noted thatsophisticatedMarxistslike Gramsci (1935), Cardoso and Faletto (1978), and
Anderson (1974) have accepted as valid some version of the criticismsby Schumpeter
(1927) about an anachronistic presence of feudal/absolutistelements in the war
machineryof20th-centurypower. There is genuine cross-traditionknowledge cumulationhere,but Waltz makes no mentionofit. Perhaps also as a consequence ofhisjoining
together Hobson and Lenin, Waltz makes very little mention of the essential,
stage-definingrole of the qualitativechange from competitive industrial capitalism to
monopolistic finance capital, a key dialectical conception explicitlyand cumulatively
borrowed by Lenin fromHilferding(1910), and dependent foritsforceon Marx's even
earlier theoreticalargumentsabout the inherenttendencies towards the concentration
of capital.
Waltz's concatenation of Hobson and Lenin confuses fundamental differencesin
approaches as well as differentphilosophies of social science. Hobson emphasizes the
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priorityof underconsumptionas a cause of imperialism (its 'economic taproot'), while
Lenin stressesthe concentratingeffectsof export-orientedfinance capital. As a liberal
reformer,Hobson saw the possibilityof a peaceful change in imperialism, thought of
only as a social policy; Lenin saw imperialism as an inherentlywar prone multi-level
system,a stage in the transformativedevelopment of the world capitalist system.Waltz
misses how Lenin creatively,i.e. cumulatively,integratedHobson's descriptions
into his
own dialectical, essentialistdefinitions
ofa transitionalstage in theworld capitalistsystem.
When it comes to testingLenin's ideas empirically,Waltz is epistemologicallyblinded
to the real issuesin knowledge cumulation theypresent.Hence, his negative conclusions
concerning Lenin's work and the tradition it is used to exemplifyare suspect. Waltz
repeatedlylectureshis readers (including any possible devotees ofLenin or Hobson) that
imperialismis 'at least as old as recorded history',essentially'the imperialismof great
power' (Waltz, 1979: 25, 26). So fromhis Newtonian perspectivehe has littleinterestin
conceptualizations (like Darwin's, Hegel's or Lenin's) more directly facilitative of
fundamental,i.e. structural,change. His response to Lenin's clearly motivated attempt
to mobilize and use popular distaste toward contemporary
imperialism is to belittle the
argument'that the "new imperialism" was different
fromthe old because of [the current
mode of production,finance] capitalism. That therewere some differencesis of course
true, but theoretically
trivial'(Waltz, 1979: 25n).
These mattersare far fromtrivial ifone is tryingto change the course of historyby
strikingat its exploitativeessence. And theyare not trivialissues academically, because
theyseparate traditionalrealismfrommodern political economyperspectives.Charging
Lenin with state-attributeexplanatory reductionism (falsely treating capitalism as
merely an inner attribute of states) and then treatingas trivial the introductionof a
non-reductionisticgenerative, systemic structural concept a transitional mode of
production produces only a sham victory.Since Waltz goes on to suggestthe standard
anti-Marxist, realist view that 'the organization of the powers of technology on a
national scale' and unequal industrial modernization are the true causes of this
imperialism (Waltz 1979: 25), he should know better than to call a statementof the
central issuesinvolved 'trivial'. Reductionisticallyfailingto mentioneven the possibility
that differentmodes ofproduction mighthave importantstructuraleffectsalso reveals a
characteristicmisreading by behavioralists of dialectical writingsabout essences and
internal relations (Ollman, 1971).
Since Lenin goes to considerable effortto identifythe essentialfeaturesofimperialism,
e.g. the emergence of finance capital, the increased export of capital, the formationof
divisionand
capitalist monopolies, sharing the world among them, and theterritorial
redivision
oftheworldamongthegreatest
capitalist
powers,he is clearly not treatingcapitalism
reductionistically,merelyas an internalnational attribute.Nor is the new imperialisma
national policyunilaterally and uniquely caused by the export of surplus capital. Yet
Waltz falselyaccuses him (or the 'Hobson-Lenin theory') of making these mistakes.
Moreover, Lenin's text admits some version of the realists' argument and gives a
response to it that Waltz ignores:
Relations of this kind ['protectorates','commercialadvantages,preferential

importsof goods, and . . . of capital . . ., etc'] havealwaysexisted
between
bigandlittle

states.
Butduringtheperiodofcapitalistimperialism
theybecomea generalsystem,
theyformpartoftheprocessof'dividingtheworld';theybecomea linkin thechain
ofoperationsofworldfinancecapital. (Lenin, 1916:86, our emphasis).
Interdisciplinarycumulation fails when Waltz ignores this and other subsumptive,
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non-reductionistic,constructivecritiques by earlier dialectical systemstheoristsof the
realist view.
Lenin's search for the right meld of 'essential' or 'characteristic' features of a
particular phase of capitalism clearly assumes the existence of changing, generative
essenceswithinsocial and political relationships,which we ought to trymore concretely
to define,admittingthat all such definitionscan only relativelyor conditionallycatch
'all theconcatenationsofa phenomenon in itscomplete development.'13IfWaltz were to
acknowledge at the beginning of his critical discussion that dialectical perspectives
frequentlyand reasonably regard changing empirical relationshipslike capital flowsas
manifestationsofcontradictorysystemicessences,
he would be logicallyforced
phenomenal
to resolvea number ofontologicallycomplex methodological issues as well as debatable
proceeding to relevant criticismsand
presuppositionsof the behavioral approach before
empirical testsof Lenin's work and the alternative research programs or paradigms it
has inspired.
Finally, the importance of political orientation, intended audience, and practical
context for Lenin's time-specificarguments must be noted, since it suggestsdifferent
standards of scientificassessment,or at least differentprioritiesas to theirimportance,
can be foundin the major approaches to internationalscholarship.Lenin was primarily
seeking to develop and convey practical understanding, not merely disinterested
scientific'generalizations.' He was writingfromexile in Switzerland forboth disaffected
activistsand the popular classes, with one eye on the censors a reason forhis use of
respectable 'bourgeois' writerslike Hobson that his detractors rarely mention and
another on his competitionin the Socialist movement,in particular Kautsky, another
scholarly Marxist, a leading theoreticianof the Second International.
Given the avowed intent to popularize certain key Marxist-Leninist ideas in
particular to motivate and mobilize popular understandingofWorld War I in termsof
bloody intra-class conflictrather than inter-national conflict-should not the main
criteria forjudging the truthof Lenin's account referto the positivelyor negatively
evaluated 'possible,'within particular contexts, not just the 'probable'(in Wright's or
Waltz's language)?'4 How successful, relativeto otherpolitical writers,was Lenin in
conveying to exploited and discontented Russians (his primary but not exclusively
intended audience) the politically significantessence of (or revolutionaryopportunity
presented by) the great war?
We conclude, therefore,that Waltz has failed to judge theories of imperialism
adequately. Not onlydoes he failto apply his own criteriaand use 'the definitionofterms
foundin the theoryunder test' (Waltz, 1979: 13), but he has also ignored thelargerissues
of epistemology and context-specificpractical theorizing that are at the core of the
behavioral-dialectical dialogue in the emergent interdisciplineof international relations.

Some Guidelines for Future Work
The dialectical traditionstressesthe paradoxical claim of the unityofopposites. Above,
we have argued fortheunityoftheinterdisciplineofinternationalrelationsin termsofits
inter-penetrating,but opposed approaches to knowledge cumulation, and in termsof
the partly realized potential that exists for generating knowledge through genuine
interdisciplinarydebates. In termsofthisinterdisciplinaryideal, we indicated theextent
ofparochialism in the teaching ofinternationalrelationsin the United States and some
of the consequences that parochialism has had for theory description and theory
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development. Let us conclude, therefore,by tryingto summarize the conclusions ofour
historical, conceptual and critical analyses in more positive terms. These guidelines
should not be carelesslydetached fromthe context of theirinvocation.
1. Surely we have emphasized by our tables, figuresand illustrativeargumentsthat at
behavioral
and
toInternational
Relationstheorizing
leastthree
alternative
approaches
(traditional,
dialectical)shouldbetakenseriously.
Although we could have given our own criticismsof
the Marxian dialectical approach, it appeared more appropriate at thisjuncture to
argue that bothrecentdialectical andbehavioral approaches to internationalrelations
derive from modernsocial scientific
researchtraditions.This statement suggests five
importantcomments.First,it presupposes that anyresearchapproach or traditionis
at best arguably legitimate,the subject ofserious critiques. Second, any approach or
traditioncan be subject to cheap put-downsor sham victories('bourgeois science' or
'reductionist theory') by the cavalier projection of concepts and standards of
evaluation a theorywas not designed originally to meet. Third, there are genuine
insightsto be gained fromany of the major traditionswhich are hard to appreciate
until theirvantage points and learned achievements are betterunderstood. Fourth,
neither modern dialectical nor behavioral approaches should be content with the
positivistcanons of inquiry regularly attributed to Russellian logic, conventional
statisticalprocedures or the physical sciences. And finally,even ifand when thereare
marked differencesin scholarly openness to debates among these traditions, no
research context is or can be totallyfreeof relevant and biasing influenceson truth
seeking. Much, therefore,can be learned from attempts to achieve free, rational
agreement among scholars fromsuch differenttraditions.This leads directlyto our
second guideline.
2. Even ifsometimesfortuitous,realscientific
universalism
mustbea skilledhumanachievement.
It is not the unreflectivepresupposition of liberal behavioral research. Across the
major political, economic and cultural divisionsofthepresentday nothingappears to
come easily. The standard of partial convergence across approaches, paradigms, or
researchprogramscarefullybuiltup fromgenuine cross-paradigmcommunalitiesis a
slow and arduous one to apply. But given the essentiallycontestedstatus ofboth the
theoryand practice of world politics,we thinkit an importantroad toward greater
truth.Much of the best empirical and theoreticalwork in internationalrelationshas
come as a resultof genuine cross-paradigmaticfertilization,leavened by changing
international realities.
For example, one ofthemostwidelyshared consequences ofbehavioral and radical
critiquesofclassical (or mathematicallyreformulated)power-balancing theoryis the
recognition that rapid technological development, total ideologies, and the highly
mobilized mass politics of the twentiethcenturymilitate against traditional power
balancing state behavior, especially the rule against eliminating major actors. For
those not familiarwith the pioneering behavioralist discussions by Lasswell (1934)
and Wright (1942) writtenbeforeWorld War II, the atomic bombing ofJapan and
the dismembermentofGermany should have revealed the obsolescence of the classic
realist theory. In various ways Morgenthau, Herz and Hoffmann have accepted
theseargumentsfromtheirbehavioral criticsand others.Hence, cumulative learning
of the sort indicated in Figure 2 has occurred.
Similarly,considerthe SchumpeterversusLenin 'debate' on imperialism.Properly
understood, thisongoing exchange ofviews conveys a number ofimportantinsights
about the changing role of the modern state, as well as importantcautions about the
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ways in which seriousinternationalrelationsresearch programs can startfromvery
differentcore conceptions of imperialism. We can cite additional positive accomplishments recognizable in these terms without repeating the other examples
provided in Figure 2. Discussions oflevelsofanalysisproblemsby Waltz and Singerin
the behavioral traditionparallel clarificationsofsimilarideas developed by Marxian
writerson the structuraldeterminantsof stabilityand transformationin domestic
and internationalsystems.'5Finally, significantgains in knowledge are attributable
to a researchprogram on lateral pressuretheory(Choucri and North, 1975; Ashley,
1980) designed to mediate across realist,communitarian and Marxist conceptionsof
imperialism.

3. We have argued foran increase in international
savoirfaire,the ability rationallyand
persuasivelyto navigate one's scientificinvestigationsacross and througha varietyof
paradigmatic contexts. Learning from the heavy use and abuse of behavioral
researchin the Vietnam era, American behavioralistsshould move to a context-wise
iftheyhave not already done so. And as a result
stage ofpolitical self-understanding,
of the dependency debates, they should have the sophistication to recognize that
epistemological orientations really differ among serious theorists,and are not
reducible to self-servingapologetics. To ignore such differences,or judge one's own
contextas the only situationcapable ofsustainingscientificwork is both self-serving
and self-defeatingin the long run. It ignores the dialectical interpenetrationof the
in international
opposed poles of Figure 1. Moreover, majorongoingresearch
approaches
relations
can bemore
as composedfrom
fullyunderstood
thetransformative
intersection
ofgeneral
politicalorientations
and different
cumulation-oriented
epistemologies.
We believe it is not only possible but illuminating to tryto systematizecertain
elements of the internationalsavoir faire that we have frequentlyfound lacking in
American international relations research. We propose to treat each of the nine
positionsidentifiedoriginallyas our coding scheme in Table 1 as characteristically
dominated (1) by dynamically defined radical/Marxist, liberal internationalistor
conservativepolitical orientations,which are (2) selectivelycombined with modern
dialectical, analytical-empiricalor traditional (primarilyhistorical) epistemological
perspectives.Defined in termsofsuch a transformativeintersection[symbolizedby a
circled ampersand], Figure 4 suggeststwo principal sources for each of these nine
positions.

Like other of its criticsfromthe rightor left,we have repeatedly suggested that
behavioral international relations studies in the 1960s and early 1970s were on the
whole best understoodas attemptingto combine liberal internationalistvalues and a
naturalisticphilosophyofscience. The veryevident coincidence of conservativeand
traditionalrealistperspectivesin many older State Department careerists(identified
as approach Al in Table 1) suggestsanother resonance of political orientationand
scientificepistemology,a resonance which should not be confused,however,with the
recent rise of behavioral neo-realism (identifiedas B 1 in Table 1). Nor should the
possibilityofdialectical conservativism(representedby contextualnationalists,C2 in
our Table 1) be excluded. Radical modes of both traditional and behavioral
scholarshiphave also been visible (identifiedas A3 and B3 respectively).Reflecting
on thesyntheticpluralismor cosmopolitan internationalismofour own concerns,one
might view this article as the product of a dialectical epistemology and a liberal
internationalistorientation (C3 in Table 1).
The relationshipsbetween political orientationand scientificepistemologyimplied
by Figure 4 are not supposed to be timeless,unchanging truths.Our examination of
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FIG. 4. A generative basis for the nine approaches of Table 1.

American internationalrelationssyllabuses in particular thecurrentprominenceof
writingsby Waltz, Morgenthau and Kaplan-suggests that the dominant orientation may be changing. Specifically,the realist (or neo-realist) perspectiveappears
to have replaced the liberal internationalistpolitical orientation (symbolized by
Keohane and Nye's popular study) we believe earlier to have been dominant. The
broadly logical positivist,analytical-empirical or 'logical empiricist'philosophy of
science (Alker, 1982) of most American behavioralist scholars has not changed,
however,although less exclusivelypositivisticperpectives,like thatofDougherty and
Pfaltzgraffcan be seen.
This change can be dynamically interpretedas the resultof a shifttoward more
conservativepolitical orientationsand a renewed interestin alternativeepistemologies. Like shiftsin the Soviet Union during the Khrushchev and Brezhnev eras, this
change is clearly linked to its domestic (in this case American) political context.
Where has the main impetus forresearch on 'global interdependence' gone? Waltz
gives many argumentsagainst thisconception, but it has largelydisappeared forthe
conservative political reason that such thinkingdoes not fitthe more aggressively
capitalist rhetoricand practice ofthe Reagan era. Real knowledgecumulation in our
contemporaryenvironmentrequires an internationalsavoir fairethatincorporatesa
broader and deeper kind of political and epistemological self-consciousness.
4. Our international explorations and historical reflectionsreinforce what many
historicalsociologistsofknowledge would suggest: the importance ofspecifyingand
clarifyingthe value bases, drivinginterests,historicalbackgrounds, generative and
interpretivemeaning scripts,purposes, audiences and domains of intended application forany theoristbeing seriouslyreviewed. Lasswell (1934) would say that it is
appropriate to make a multi-valuedconfigurativeanalysis ofeach theorist'sconcrete
sensitivity
ofcontextual
useandteachtheimportance
situation. To put it differently,
develop,
theoretical
work.This injunctionis not to be taken as a denial ofall
in cumulation-oriented
universalisticgoals; ratherit is a mandate to findunifyingprinciplesofaction within
differentcontexts.
There are a variety of social and intellectual interestsfound in and around the
researchsituationoftheseriousinternationalrelationsscholar. Our briefdiscussionof
the historical and national context of alternative approaches to international
relations theorizingsuggests the deep connections between the social and political
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contextsofparticular theoreticalenterprisesand thekind ofworkactually done. Two
global superpowersboth able to destroyeach other,but likelyto self-destruct
in the
same process, are likelyto have scholars especially interestedin 'global interdependence' or 'peaceful coexistence.' Anti-colonial revolutionariesin relativelyundeveloped countriesare driven by other practical imperatives. Successfulscholars from
the most highly penetrated peripheries of world power contests,as well as those
identifyingwith especially diversemultinationalconstituencies,need to demonstrate
appropriate contextual sensitivities.
But is not the implication of thisrealization that futuretheorybuilding should be
much more context-sensitivein the statementofits main arguments?Waltz's highly
abstract discussions of the age-old 'imperialism of great power' and of bipolar and
multipolar international systems,whose stability is seen in terms of decades or
centuries,ignore the contextsin which both his and rival theoreticalexplanations
have emerged. The 20th centurywithoutFascism, Soviet Socialism, Maoism and US
hegemonial Liberalism is conceptualized at such a high level of abstraction that we
are in danger of having thrown out the essential political-economic features of
contemporary world history.The impulse to grand theorizing with timeless and
universal concepts (and the reductionismthat invariably accompanies it) must be
correctedby a greaterdegree ofcontextualself-awarenesson the part ofthosemaking
such efforts.
5. Ourlastguideline
is a callforgreater
dialectical
sensitivity
concerning
one'sownresearch
situation,
in theory
combined
withhumility
andopenness
development.
We should begin by recognizing
that being at the centerofthe Anglo-Americanworld is not a sufficient
conditionfor
good theorizing-it may even be a positive hindrance in the discussion of central
20th-centuryphenomena such as imperialismand dependency. We have found the
best approximation to genuine debates among traditional,behavioral and dialectical
approaches to occur more oftenin or across the highly penetrated and contested
arenas ofthe globe, such as Allende's Chile, a divided Berlin,or Beirut.But we would
also agree that some of the most insightfulwriterswe have seen in Kornberg's
compilation of course lists are American scholars who have richlybenefittedfrom
serious emersionsin alternative,competing perspectiveson world affairs.
This means our call for the dialectical virtues of humility and openness need not
necessarilybe in vain. These virtuesare especially relevant,and ofdemonstratedvalue,
forcitizensofa decliningworld power. Neither the reactionaryrealismofthe New Right
here and abroad, nor the hegemonial nostalgia ofbehavioral liberals with theirinterest
in international regimes are adequate. Being open and humble allows for adaptive
development, not reactive stagnation.
Notes
1. Beyond this briefcharacterization of syntheticdialectics and that of the other dialectical approaches in
Table 1 below, we referthe reader to (Alker, 1981 and 1982) for a more extensive, but not definitive,
treatmentof 'logical positivism', 'dialectical hermeneutics,' 'analytical empiricism,' 'logical empiricism,'
and the related terms that will be used throughout this paper without furtherexplanation.
2. As Budge (1969) wrote some time ago, [a] prolonged study of the religious and mythological texts of
ancient Egypt has convinced me of the futilityof attempting to reconcile the conflictingbeliefs and to
harmonize the contradictorystatementswhich are found in them .... The cult of Osiris, the dead man
deified ... were ... of African origin; ... [t]he Followers of Horus, who brought a [more ethereal] solar
religion with them into Egypt from the East, never succeeded in dislodging Osiris from his exalted
position ... See also van de Walle (1969: 30ff).
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3. Dougherty and Pfaltzgraff(1981: 568) cite Dror's (1969) use of the term. Wright (1955) earlier treated
International Relations as a multi-disciplinaryfield.
4. Basically, social contradictions involve social practices with inconsistent organizing principles. An
excellent introduction to the dialectical use of the concept of contradictions in an international (and
domestic) political context is Mao Tse-Tung (1964). Four additional useful analytical treatmentsof this
concept of contradiction are Rescher (1977), Elster (1978), Giddens (1980), and Wright (1978), as
applied by McGowan and Walker (1981). We recognize it as one of the main points of this critical, yet
constructive,literature that social contradictions are not the same as logical contradictions (which they
may ofteninvolve) or social conflicts(which they often engender).
5. A clear exception to the generalizations about realists' definitionsofworld order alternativesprincipally in
termsofpower configurationsis Wight (1977). We also findKaplan's early work on systemstheory(1957)
and the current work by behavioral neo-realists working on regimes not to be guilty of this
oversimplification.
6. See Caporaso (1974), Duvall and Russett (1976), and Cardoso (1977) for an early exchange. In the
perspective of the present article, our current judgement of the debate is that paradigm-like near
incommensurabilities are a major stumbling block for most of those trained only in behavioral
methodology and logical-empiricistepistemology. See Biersteker(1978) foran early attempt to recognize
and deal with the incommensurability problem, and further discussions of these issues in Alker
(forthcoming).
7. Although our argument about the parochialism ofAmerican international relations theoryteaching owes
something to Hoffmann's frequentlyinsightfuldiscussions (1977), it differsin several important respects.
First, he has an earlier and more dismal view of international relations abroad (especially the dialectical
tradition). Secondly, Hoffmann details ways in which the 'sea change' (migration) of a generation of
European scholars, like himself, has leavened 'the frequently parochial American social science'
(Hoffmann, 1977: 47). While we agree, we see many of those historicallywell informedscholars as now or
soon retiringfrom the scene. Thirdly, we applaud his characterization of the Applied Enlightenment
quoted above, but we ask that Marxian optimismin thisregard also be given itsdue, and that the basically
conservative orientation of much American neo-realism since the 1970s also be acknowledged.
8. It is probably true that more attention is paid to dialectical scholarship in international political economy
courses, and thereforein the curriculum as a whole. However, even in those courses it has been our
frequent discovery that most of the attention is focused on debates within the behavioral tradition (on
regimes or between interdependence and neo-mercantilism) rather than on theoretical developments
within neo-Marxist scholarship or ongoing debates between dialectical and behavioral writers.
9. In the course lists we selected from the Kornberg collection, Waltz' was the most widely used general
theory book. Citation frequencies in this set of lists are:

works
General
Waltz, Theory
ofInternational
Politics(5)
inInternational
andProcess
Politics
Kaplan, System
(4)
Morgenthau,Politics
Among
Nations(4)
Politics
andForeign
Rosenau,International
Policy(4)
Theoriesof
Dougherty and Pfaltzgraff,Contending

Relations
International
(3)
Holsti,International
Politics(2)
Aron,PeaceandWar(2)

works
Specialized
Keohane and Nye,PowerandInterdependence
(9)
Waltz,Man, theStateandWar(5)
inInternational
andMisperception
Jervis,Perception
Politics(4)
inAmerica
Hartz, TheLiberalTradition
(3)
Snyder and Diesing, Conflict
AmongNations (3)

10. Bierstekerwas asked to submit this syllabus for the Kornberg collection.
11. This independently arrived at result thus partially confirmsKrippendorf's concluding observation in his
recent review (1982) ofRussett and Starr's WorldPolitics:The Menu For Choice.Krippendorf assails'. . . the
pragmatic provincialism of so many of our American colleagues in the realm of ideas,' which is perhaps a
'corollary of... the arrogance of power'. We find Russett's distinction between disciplinary
parochialism
and paradigmaticparochialism (in a recent personal communication) quite helpful. See also Russett and
Starr (1982). Although we see Russett and Starr as evidencing all three of the variants of the behavioral
approach noted in Table 1, they do so with a common analytical-empirical epistemology. This allows
them to be exceptionally inter-disciplinaryin the multiple levels ofanalysis theyaddress, while at the same
time avoiding the epistemological dimensions of controversyat the center of the global interdiscipline.
12. Recall the frequency distribution of general theory texts in note 9.
13. Good discussions of this style of defining things are found in Copi (1982).
14. Wright (1955) distinguishes formulative truths (scientists' probabilities) from incitive truths (practi-
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relationsconvincing
and correctevaluative
He also assertsas goalsforinternational
tioner'spossibilities).
informative
truths.Althoughtheyclearlyneedscholarlyreworking,
descriptive
truths,and historically
conceptionthana positivistic
a muchbroaderdisciplinary
have themeritofdelimiting
suchdistinctions
focuson explanationand predictionas theonlygoals ofscience.
ofsomeofthesepointsmaybe foundin Ruggie (1981) and McGowan and Walker
15. Excellentsyntheses
(1981).
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